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Abstract: Dongba scripture sentence segmentation is an important and basic work in the digitization
and machine translation of Dongba scripture. Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line detection
(DS-SSLD) as a core technology of Dongba scripture sentence segmentation is a challenging task
due to its own distinctiveness, such as high inherent noise interference and nonstandard sentence
segmentation lines. Recently, projection-based methods have been adopted. However, these methods
are difficult when dealing with the following two problems. The first is the noisy problem, where a
large number of noise in the Dongba scripture image interference detection results. The second is
the Dongba scripture inherent characteristics, where many vertical lines in Dongba hieroglyphs are
easily confused with the vertical sentence segmentation lines. Therefore, this paper aims to propose a
module based on the convolutional neural network (CNN) to improve the accuracy of DS-SSLD. To
achieve this, we first construct a tagged dataset for training and testing DS-SSLD, including 2504 real
images collected from Dongba scripture books and sentence segmentation targets. Then, we propose
a multi-scale hybrid attention network (Multi-HAN) based on YOLOv5s, where a multiple hybrid
attention unit (MHAU) is used to enhance the distinction between important features and redundant
features, and the multi-scale cross-stage partial unit (Multi-CSPU) is used to realize multi-scale
and richer feature representation. The experiment is carried out on the Dongba scripture sentence
segmentation dataset we built. The experimental results show that the proposed method exhibits
excellent detection performance and outperforms several state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords: hybrid attention mechanism; multi-scale depthwise convolution; multi-scale features;
sentence segmentation line detection; Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line detection dataset

MSC: 68T45

1. Introduction

The Dongba hieroglyph is one of the oldest hieroglyphs in China [1]. It was invented
by the ancestors of the Naxi nationality in China. It has been handed down in the form of
Dongba scripture and has been collected in many countries around the world. These scrip-
tures record the development of the Naxi minority civilization, and have special academic
value in studying the origin of religion, characters, and culture. In 2003, Dongba scripture
was listed as “World Memory Heritage” by UNESCO, which shows the important position
and great influence of the Dongba language in the world language research. Figure 1
shows a piece of a Dongba scripture image. However, due to the lack of accumulation
of relevant expertise in Dongba scripture, it is difficult for nonprofessionals to accurately
translate Dongba scripture. For this reason, the research on the digitalization and machine
translation of Dongba scripture is of great significance for inheriting and studying Dongba
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culture and realizing the salvage protection of Dongba classics. Among them, the auto-
matic sentence segmentation of Dongba scripture is an important basic work of Dongba
scripture digitization and machine translation research, as its accuracy may directly affect
the results of machine translation. Therefore, as one of its core tasks, Dongba scripture
sentence segmentation line detection (DS-SSLD) should improve detection accuracy as
much as possible.

Figure 1. A Dongba scripture image containing several sentences, where the horizontal line represents
the row segmentation line and the vertical line represents the single sentence segmentation line.

Generally, the main text of the Dongba scripture is composed of three lines of characters
separated by a horizontal segmentation line, in which each line of characters is separated
into several single sentences by a single vertical segmentation line or double vertical
segmentation [2]. In addition to horizontal and vertical lines, some scripture have outer
borders or decorative patterns. According to such writing characteristics, finding the
position of horizontal and vertical lines in the image is an important basis for sentence
segmentation. In recent years, the task of sentence segmentation of Dongba scripture has
attracted attention due to the urgency of the digital protection of Dongba scripture. Several
methods based on projection are adopted [3–5] according to the feature that the sentence
segmentation line runs through the Dongba scripture image. However, these segmentation
lines are bent due to manual writing, and there are breakpoints due to the long retention
time, which makes the projection value of some segmentation lines not prominent enough
or even lower than the projection value of the text area after projection as shown in Figure 2.
These issues may cause errors in the judgment of the segmentation lines. Therefore, it is
necessary to further improve the detection accuracy of segmentation lines by means of
deep learning.

A

B

Figure 2. The left is a binary image of Dongba scripture, and the right is the result of horizontal
projection on this binary image. It can be seen that the projection value of the horizontal segmentation
line (point A) is less than the projection value of the text area (point B).

With the rapid development of deep learning algorithms [6], the method based on
deep learning has penetrated into most related tasks of computer vision [7–9], including
image restoration, pattern recognition and object detection. Therefore, the method based on
deep learning for DS-SSLD is promising to be worthy of further exploration and research.
However, at present, there is no public dataset available for DS-SSLD, which makes it
impossible to conduct fair evaluation and comparison and is not conducive to more scholars’
research. As a result, we begin to build a new tagged dataset for Dongba scripture sentence
segmentation line detection.
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Due to the large image noise, different writing styles, different scales between horizon-
tal lines and vertical lines, and the confusion between the text area and the segmentation
lines, the object detection based on deep learning methods of sentence segmentation lines
in Dongba scripture is more challenging. It mainly faces three problems: (1) The horizontal
lines used for branches and the vertical lines used for sentence segmentation are different
in scale, and it is difficult to include the feature information of the two segmentation lines
with the feature information of a single scale. (2) The images of Dongba scripture have
plenty of noise, and the long horizontal lines of the segmentation lines often have a lot of
breakpoints, which lead to duplicate detection or missed detection. (3) Dongba hieroglyphs
contain long vertical lines, which are easily confused with the vertical lines used to break
sentences as shown in Figure 3.

(c) error detecction

(a) missed detecction

(b) duplicate detecction

Figure 3. Examples of some failed detection from YOLOv5s network. (a) The vertical segmentation
line at the lower right corner is not detected; (b) horizontal segmentation line is detected in duplicate
due to breakpoint; (c) the vertical lines in the Dongba characters below are incorrectly detected.

In order to enhance the network’s attention to important regions, we propose a new
multiple hybrid attention unit (MHAU), which can handle the spatial information of
the multi-scale input feature map and can establish dependence among the multi-scale
channel attention with effect. It can improve the ability of the multi-scale hybrid attention
network (Multi-HAN) to utilize valuable features of different depths and scales from the
channel and spatial dimensions of feature maps, and enhance the ability of perception to
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the target area. At the same time, the cross-stage connection mode is used to strengthen
and constrain the deep global information with shallow details so as to enhance the
network’s attention to important regions. Through this method, Multi-HAN can obtain
more important aggregation features and model Dongba scripture images with different
feature scales.

It is experimentally validated that rich global and semantic information is frequently
expressed through deeper level feature maps, while shallower features contain more spatial
and detailed information. In order to consider the two situations at the same time, shallow
features are gradually integrated with deep features in the process of information trans-
mission. The feature pyramid network (FPN) + path aggregation network (PAN) structure
in YOLOv5s is possible to aggregate details and spatial information with deep global and
semantic information. At the same time, in order to enhance the extraction of multi-scale
features in the process of fusion, we propose a multi-scale cross-stage partial unit (Multi-
CSPU), which replaces the convolution layer in the original cross-stage partial network
(CSPNet) structure with a multi-scale depthwise convolution (MDconv) module [10]. It
can provide the gradient combination with richer scales and improve the learning ability
of the network. Thus, the MDconv [10] can reduce the computational complexity while
providing multi-scale information.

In conclusion, we make the following contributions as follows:

(1) A new Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line detection dataset named DBS2022
is constructed, which consists of 2504 standard images and their annotations. It
supports Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line detection (DS-SSLDD). As far
as we know, this is the only dataset from the real Dongba scriptures, including images
of Dongba scripture such as sacrifices and ceremonies.

(2) A novel structure named multi-scale hybrid attention network (Multi-HAN) is pro-
posed, where both novel multiple hybrid attention unit (MHAU) and multi-scale
cross-stage partial unit (Multi-CSPU) are designed. MHAU is designed for establish-
ing dependence between multi-scale channel attention. Multi-CSPU is proposed for
multi-scale and richer feature extraction , and implements a gradient combination
with richer scales, thus improving the learning ability of the network.

(3) As an application, a new object detection framework named Multi-HAN for DS-SSLD
is proposed. We conducted experiments on our constructed DBS2022, which validated
the effectiveness of our methods, and the quantity of the experimental results demon-
strates that our proposed Multi-HAN is superior to the state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Work
2.1. Traditional Approaches

The Dongba scripture sentence segmentation task has been of interest since 2020,
and it only stays in the row segmentation stage. The traditional methods for Dongba
scripture sentence segmentation include two independent tasks, preprocessing and seg-
mentation line detection. Image denoising is an important problem in image preprocessing,
which can reduce intra class changes and expand inter class changes. Researchers have in-
vented numerous utility image denoising algorithms, such as linear denoising [11], median
denoising [12], adaptive denoising [13] and wavelet denoising [14]. Other preprocessing
methods, such as binary processing, are also widely used. In the row segmentation stage,
they usually use a combination of projection [15] and K-means clustering [16]. The seg-
mentation point is determined by finding the maximum projection value and setting the
threshold value [3–5].

However, the real images of Dongba scripture images are written by hand or by
knife carving and have a long history. They are vulnerable to the influence of acquisition
equipment and acquisition methods, and often appear blurry with large-area shadows.
The pixel values of these noises are close to the text area and cannot be completely removed
by filtering or binarization. In addition, manual writing may make the segmentation
line between sentences curved or inclined at a large angle, as a result of which many
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segmentation lines presumably have no sharp peak after projection, and may also even be
lower than the projection value of the text area. The threshold value is difficult to determine,
leading to errors in the judgment of segmentation lines. Therefore, it is necessary to further
improve the detection accuracy of segmentation lines by means of deep learning.

Although, there are few research works related to the segmentation of Dongba scrip-
ture, there are a lot of research studies on other aspects related to it. For example, deep
learning is applied to table segmentation [17,18], handwritten text line segmentation [19],
etc. The characteristics of these tasks are similar to DS-SSLD; it can prove that deep learning
is indeed an effective method in DS-SSLD.

2.2. Deep Learning Network Approaches

Object detection is one of the three major tasks in the field of computer vision, and it is
also the most basic and challenging hot topic. The methods of object detection algorithm
can be divided into two categories.

Firstly, the object detection algorithm based on the convolutional neural network
(CNN) can be divided into two technical development routes, according to whether there
is an anchor frame or not: anchor-based and anchor-free methods. The anchor-based
method first sets the size of the object frame through prior knowledge, and then returns
and classifies the anchors in the form of a sliding window based on the feature map. The
anchor-based method includes one-stage and two-stage detection algorithms. The core idea
of the two-stage approaches is to first generate a series of candidate boxes from the first
phase network as samples, which are named RoIs (regions of interest), and then classify the
RoIs through the convolutional neural network. For example, the representative two-stage
object detection model Faster-RCNN [20] is the first end-to-end deep learning detection
algorithm that is closest to real-time performance. Then, based on Faster-RCNN, the feature
pyramid networks (FPNs) [21] technology is further proposed. It is adopted to build high-
level semantic information at all high and low levels with different scales to improve the
accuracy of the detection network (especially for some datasets with large-scale changes of
objects to be detected). Cascade-RCNN [22] further stacks several cascaded modules behind
the detectors and uses different IOU threshold training. For different problems in object
detection, other meaningful work is proposed, such as [23,24], focusing on architecture
design, and [25,26] focusing on multi-scale unification. Although the two-stage model has
high accuracy, its calculation speed is slow. The one-stage object detection algorithm does
not need a region recommendation stage. It directly generates the category probability
and location coordinate value of the object. After a stage, the final test results can be
obtained directly. Therefore, it has a faster detection speed. For example, SDD [27] uses
the anchor mechanism in Faster-RCNN and uses multi-scale feature maps for prediction,
which can consider objects of different sizes in the image. YOLOv3 [28] uses DarkNet53 as
the feature extraction network, and uses three branches (three feature maps with different
scales/receptive fields) to detect objects of different sizes. YOLOv5 [29], as the best and
most used object detection model at present, is a new object detection model developed on
the basis of YOLOv3 [28] and YOLOv4 [30] models. CornerNet [31] is the pioneering work
of the anchor-free technology route. This work proposes a new object detection framework,
which transforms the detection of target bounding box by the network into the detection of
a pair of key points (i.e., upper left corner and lower right corner). By detecting objects into
pairs of key points, it is unnecessary to design the anchor box as an a priori box. Different
from the CornerNet detection algorithm, CenterNet [32] has a very simple structure. It
discards the idea of two key points by directly detecting the center point of the target and
realizes real anchor-free detection.

Secondly, with the great success of the transformer [33] framework in the field of
natural language processing (NLP), researchers have tried to migrate it to the field of
computer vision. Ref. [33] firstly presents a complete end-to-end DETR object detection
framework by combining CNN with transformer. Subsequently, similar algorithms emerge
in large numbers. The deformable DETR [34] model is proposed that is based on a variable
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convolution neural network. The ACT algorithm [35] is proposed to reduce the computa-
tional complexity of the self-attention module. The ViT-FRCNN [36] model uses the vision
transformer (ViT) [37] model as a feature extraction network for object detection.

2.3. Attention Mechanism in CNN

The attention mechanism is used to strengthen the allocation of feature expressions
with the largest amount of information, while suppressing less useful feature expressions
so that the model can adaptively focus on important areas in the context [38–41]. Mul-
tiple attention mechanism models have been carried out to optimize the modeling of
the deep learning network, which mainly include two aspects: channel attention and
spatial attention.

For squeeze and excitation (SE) [42], note that the channel correlation can be cap-
tured by selectively modulating the channel size.Efficient channel attention (ECA) [43]
further uses 1-D convolution to efficiently achieve local cross-channel interactions, im-
prove channel dependencies, and avoid the adverse effects of dimension reduction by
compression. Efficient pyramid split attention (ESPA) [44] can effectively obtain and utilize
the spatial information of feature maps at different scales, and effectively establish long-
term dependence of multi-scale channel attention. Convolutional block attention module
(CBAM) [45] innovatively proposes the attention mechanism of the fusion of channel at-
tention and spatial attention serialization. Triplet [46] uses a three-branched structure to
capture cross-dimensional interactions to calculate attention weights.

Both approaches focus on designing more complex attention modules, which will
inevitably result in higher computational costs and obtain only a single scale of attention
information without establishing a remote channel dependency. Therefore, in order to
further improve the efficiency of the model and reduce the complexity of the model, a new
attention module multi-hybrid attention unit (MHAU) is proposed, which can effectively
establish multi-scale attention information and learn attention weights with low model
complexity in a low-cost way to achieve the accurate detection of sentence segmentation
lines in Dongba scripture.

3. Method

In this section, we first give the proposed overview of multi-scale hybrid attention
network (Multi-HAN), then propose the multiple hybrid attention unit (MHAU), and at last
introduce the important components of multi-scale cross-stage partial unit (Multi-CSPU).

3.1. Overview Structure of Multi-HAN

Based on the proposed multiple hybrid attention unit (MHAU) and multi-scale cross-
stage partial unit (Multi-CSPU), a multi-scale hybrid attention network (Multi-HAN) based
on the YOLOv5s [29] structure is designed. The structure is shown in Figure 4. It contains
three parts, a backbone which is used for feature extraction, a neck which is used for feature
enhancement, and a head which is used to predict classes and bounding boxes of objects.

Based on the original structure of YOLOv5s [29], we first propose MHAU, which
can fully extract the spatial information of multi-scale feature maps of different channels
to realize the interaction of multi-scale important features in cross-dimensional channels.
At the same time, it adopts a cross-stage transmission mode. That is, the two attention maps
generated by shallow features are multiplied by deep features to establish a dependency
among the multi-scale channels. It can gather shallow details and deep global semantic
information to strengthen and constrain the deep global information with shallow details.
Through such operations, the network can effectively focus on important features and
enhance effective features to improve the detection capability of target features. In the neck
stage, a new multi-scale cross-stage partial unit (Multi-CSPU) is proposed, that is, the multi-
scale depthwise convolution (MDconv) [10] is embedded into the CSP2_X structure (which
is in the original structure of YOLOv5s [29]) to further fully learn the multi-scale features
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without increasing the complexity of the model. The following Sections 3.2 and 3.3 will
detail the MHAU and Multi-CSPU.

Focus

Conv

CSP1_1

Conv

CSP1_3

MHAU

MHAU

SPP

Input

Head

Focus

[…,::2,::2] […,1::2,::2] […,::2,1::2] […,1::2,1::2]

Concat

Conv

nn.Conv2d

nn.BatchNorm2d

nn.SiLU

Conv

Maxpool
k=5

Maxpool
k=9

Maxpool
k=13

Conv

Concat

ConvSPP

NeckBackbone
CSP1_1 Multi-CSPU

nn.Conv2d

Conv

UpSample

CSP1_3 ConvUpSample

Conv Multi-CSPU Concat

nn.Conv2d

ConvConcat

Concat

Conv

Multi-CSPU

Conv Multi-CSPU

nn.Conv2d

Concat
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Figure 4. Overview of the proposed multi-scale hybrid attention network (Multi-HAN). “MHAU”
and “Multi-CSPU” respectively represent the multiple hybrid attention unit in Section 3.2 and multi-
scale cross-stage partial unit in Section 3.3. Wherein, feature maps of different scales in the backbone
stage and feature maps of the same scales in the neck stage are implemented cross-stage transmission
through MHAU.

3.2. Multiple Hybrid Attention Unit

Considering that the vertical sentence segmentation lines in Dongba scripture are
similar to the strokes of individual Dongba characters, it is difficult to distinguish details
with a single scale, so it is necessary to consider extracting multi-scale features that are
effective for multi-granularity networks at different stages. Based on the above ideas
and inspired by the creative expression of the attention mechanism efficient pyramid
split attention (ESPA) [44], we improved it, added a parallel spatial attention mechanism,
and proposed a multiple hybrid attention unit (MHAU). This module is located in the
neck part of the network, which consists of the squeeze and concat (SPC) module [44],
split multi-scale channel attention mechanism (sMCA) [44] and split maximum spatial
attention mechanism (sMSA), which is used to obtain multi-scale attention information of
different scale feature maps. The detailed settings of MHAU in Multi-HAN are shown in
the Figure 5.

MHAU proposed in this paper is a parallel cross-feature fusion method of the split
multi-scale channel attention mechanism (sMCA) [44] and split maximum spatial attention
mechanism (sMSA). First, use the squeeze and concat (SPC) module [44] to extract the
multi-scale feature information on each channel feature map from shallow layers, and then
divide it into two branches. One branch uses sMCA [44] to extract the channel attention of
the multi-scale feature map and uses softmax to recalibrate the multi-scale channel attention
vector to obtain a new multi-scale channel attention weight with a sum of 1; another branch
uses sMSA to extract multi-scale spatial attention of feature maps with different scales.
Finally, the multi-scale channel attention weight and multi-scale spatial attention weight
are point multiplied with the deep corresponding scale feature map generated from X2.
Through this operation, MHAU can strengthen the feature cross-fusion ability of Multi-
HAN, and enhance the ability to distinguish between effective and redundant features.
Therefore, MHAU can obtain fusion features with more meaningful information, providing
valuable guidance for the output of subsequent detection results. In addition, due to the
significant difference between the foreground and background pixel values of the Dongba
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scripture images, average pooling may smooth semantic information in the foreground,
which is adverse to the extraction and processing of valuable features. Therefore, in the
structure of sMCA [44] and sMSA, this paper only uses the maximum pool operation to
fuse the feature map information, which can preserve the beneficial semantic information of
the foreground to the greatest extent possible. At the same time, serially extracting spatial
and channel attention will lose important feature information, so this paper uses parallel
processing to extract two kinds of attention to ensure that important semantic information
is not ignored.

Softmax

sMSA

FC1+ReLU

FC2

sigmoid

Global maximum pooling

Global maximum pooling

sMCA

sigmoid

channel 
attention map

spatial 
attention map

SPC

Conv K1✕K1, G1

Conv K0✕K0, G0

Conv K2✕K2, G2

Conv K3✕K3, G3

F1, C/4

F2, C/4

F3, C/4

F4, C/4

C
oncat

SPC

X1, C

X2, C

Figure 5. The detailed settings of our proposed multiple hybrid attention unit (MHAU). Respectively,
X1 represents the input from different scale feature maps in the backbone stage, X2 represents
the input from corresponding scale feature maps in the neck stage, and ⊗ represents element-
wise multiplication.

3.2.1. Squeeze and Concat Module

The squeeze and concat (SPC) module [44] is an important module to extract multi-
scale information. Details are shown in the left side of Figure 5. We extract multi-scale
feature information from multiple branches in a parallel way. Each branch uses the convo-
lution kernel of different size in the pyramid structure to independently learn multi-scale
feature information, and compress the channel dimension of the input tensor from C to
C/4. Through splicing, we can effectively extract the feature information of different scales
on each channel feature map. However, as the size of the convolution kernel increases,
the number of parameters will increase. In order to reduce the calculation pressure, the cor-
responding group parameter G is introduced at different scales, and its size is transformed
with the size of the convolution kernel:

Gi = 2
ki−1

2 i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , S− 1 (1)

where ki = 2× (i + 1) + 1 represents the i-th kernel size, and Gi is the i-th group size.
In particular, when i = 0, the default of Gi is 1. S is the number of branches. Finally,
the multi-scale feature map generation function is given by

Fl−i = Conv(ki × ki, Gi)(Xl) i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , S− 1 l = 1, 2 (2)

where Fl−i ∈ RC/4×H×W denotes the feature map with different scales. We use the SPC [44]
module to extract multi-scale features for feature maps of different sizes in the backbone
stage and corresponding sizes in the end of the neck stage so as to calculate the weight of
attention on each scale subsequently. The experimental results show that this method has
better results than the method of weighting on the original input feature map and passing
it down.
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3.2.2. Attention Extraction Module

In order to simultaneously obtain the channel and spatial attention weights on feature
maps of different scales, the channel and spatial attention weights are correspondingly
extracted in the following two ways. The detailed settings of the split maximum channel
attention mechanism (sMCA) [44] and split maximum spatial attention mechanism (sMSA)
are shown in the right side of Figure 5.

One of the branches is sMCA [44]. sMCA [44] first uses the global maximum pooling [47]
in the spatial dimension (GMPs) to fuse the entire spatial information of the corresponding
scale feature map in the input so as to enhance the channel weight of important information.
The structure of the sMCA [44] is shown in the upper right part of Figure 5. sMCA [44]
is mainly composed of (GMPs) layer, two fully connected (FC) layers, ReLU [48] and
Sigmoid [49] functions. The attention weight vector of i-th obtained can be expressed as

ACi = σ(FC2(Relu(FC1(GMPS(F1−i))))) i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , S− 1 (3)

where GMPS represents global maximum pooling in the spatial dimension; FC1 represents
the fully connected layer, which reduces the channel dimension C to C/4; and FC2 restores
the channel dimension back to the original. σ denotes the Sigmoid [49] activation function.

All the multi-scale attention vectors are concatenated in a cascading manner. Finally,
in order to establish channel attention dependence and realize the information interaction
among multi-scale channel attention, we further use Softmax [50] to recalibrate the chan-
nel attention weights, which are learned to explicitly model the correlation between the
feature channels.

The sMSA module is used in another branch to independently obtain multi-scale
spatial attention information. The detailed settings of sMSA are shown in the lower right
part of Figure 5. First, the feature mapping of multiple channels at each scale is compressed
into a single channel using the global maximum pooling operation in the channel dimension.
Secondly, use the Sigmoid [49] function to activate the single channel feature map so that
the part with more semantics and detailed information on the feature map can obtain
higher weight so as to obtain the spatial attention weight information on the feature map
with different scales:

ASi = σ(GMPC(F1−i)) i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , S− 1 (4)

where GMPC represents global maximum pooling in the channel dimension.
Finally, we weight the multi-scale channels and spatial attention with the deep corre-

sponding scale feature map, namely,

Mi = F2−i � ACi � ASi i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , S− 1 (5)

where � represents the channel-wise multiplication, and Mi denotes the feature map with
the obtained multi-scale channel-wise attention weight. Finally, the weighted feature maps
are dimension connected, and the dimension connection is more efficacious than summing
up the feature maps after dimension ascension because it can completely reserve the feature
representation without destroying the original feature map information.

Integrating multi-scale spatial information and cross-channel attention into each fea-
ture block can preferably model the local and global information jointly, improving the
network’s attention to the target area.

3.3. Multi-Scale Cross-Stage Partial Unit

Considering the different shapes of hieroglyphs in the images of Dongba scripture,
and the existence of characters similar to the vertical line of sentence segmentation lines, it
is necessary to improve the feature extraction capability by increasing the network depth,
but it will increase the complexity of the model. At the same time, in YOLOv5s [29]
model, the cross stage partial (CSP) [51] module, which is shown in Figure 6a, uses more
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standard convolutions, which brings the problem of large computation, and using only
single-scale convolution kernel is not conducive to the network’s extraction of multi-scale
features. Therefore, aiming to improve the feature extraction ability of the Multi-HAN, this
paper learned from Mixconv’s [10] ideas to introduce a multi-scale depthwise convolution
(MDconv) module to replace the convolutional layer of the CSP2_X structure in the original
YOLOv5s [29] neck network, called multi-scale cross-stage partial unit (Multi-CSPU) as
shown in Figure 6b.

Conv Conv

Conv

Conv

Concat

N ✕

BottleNeck

Conv

MDconv MDconv

MDconv

MDconv

Concat

N ✕

BottleNeck

MDconv

(a) (b)

LeakyReLU Conv(1✕1)

kernel_size=3 kernel_size=5 kernel_size=7 kernel_size=9

MDconv

Figure 6. Overview of the CSP module (a) and Multi-CSPU (b), where a detailed illustration of the
MDconv [10] module is shown on the right side.

The Multi-CSPU introduces a multi-scale convolution kernel (3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7,
9 × 9) to fully extract the input multi-scale features. The small size convolution kernel
pays more attention to the edge structure information, while the large size convolution
kernel is more conducive to extract the global information. It is worth noting that we do
not use the dilated convolution [52] with different dilation rates to replace the large-scale
convolution kernel in the module design because the dilated convolution [52] has a certain
grid effect and loses part of the local information of the image. However, the introduction
of a large convolution kernel may undoubtedly increase the total parameters of the object
detection model, cause the redundancy of model parameters, and increase the risk of
overfitting. This phenomenon is not conducive to the improvement of the generalization
ability. To this end, multi-scale depthwise convolution (MDconv) [10] is proposed so that
each convolution kernel only acts on the characteristic graph of per channel, and through a
non-linear activation of LeakyReLU and a 1 × 1 convolution to complete the interaction
and fusion of information of each independent channel. Among them, the negative region
of LeakyReLU activation function has a small positive slope, so even for negative input
values, it can also carry out back propagation, which can effectively solve the problem of
neuron death. Experiments [53] proved that using LeakyRelu in this structure can provide
more effective training for the network. The specific settings of MDconv [10] module are
shown in the right side of Figure 6.

The above MDconv [10] can greatly improve the feature extraction ability of the model,
and ensure that the parameter quantity is consistent with the conventional 3× 3. On the
premise that the convolution is almost the same, the segmentation line in the Dongba
scripture image can be detected very accurately.

4. The Construction of Dongba Scripture Sentence Segmentation Dataset

Since there is no public standard Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line detec-
tion dataset at present, it is not conducive to more scholars’ research and fair evaluation.
Therefore, we established a dataset for Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line de-
tection (DBS2022), which contains 2504 images and their annotations. The detailed data
of the DBS2022 are shown in Table 1. All these images are from the real Dongba scripture
collected in “An ANNOTATED COLLECTION OF NAXI DONGBA MANUSCRIPTS” [2],
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which includes sacrifice funerals, divination, etc. The position of the sentence segmentation
line is marked according to the “horizontal” line and the “vertical” line (both single vertical
line and double vertical line). We do not consider the decorative pattern at the border
because it has no effect on the sentence segmentation. As far as we know, this is the only
deep learning dataset used to train the DS-SSLD task, which contains a large number of
authentic samples. All images and annotations in DBS2022 are manually collected and
checked, so the quality of DBS2022 is reliable.

Table 1. The detailed data of the DBS2022.

Name DBS2022

Object categories 2 (horizontal, vertical)
Format TXT
Image 2504

Bounding boxes of horizontal 5250
Bounding boxes of vertical 15,776

Quality Control and Annotations

In order to ensure the authenticity of the data and the generalization ability of the deep
learning model, we all cut out the original picture of the book by scanning the complete set
of translations and annotations of “An ANNOTATED COLLECTION OF NAXI DONGBA
MANUSCRIPTS” [2], without any image-processing steps, such as resize, denoising and
blur removal, so as to ensure the authenticity of the data and enable the network to break
sentences on any collected real images of Dongba scripture after training.

5. Experiments

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and superiority of Multi-HAN in dealing with the
Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line detection (DS-SSLD) task, we conducted many
comparative experiments on the Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line detection
dataset (DBS2022) we built. The experimental setups, evaluation metrics, experimental
results, and analysis are presented in the following subsections.

5.1. Experimental Setup

We use the PyTorch [54] framework to perform the proposed Multi-HAN. In Section 4,
we finally obtain 2504 handwritten Dongba scripture images. To ensure the authenticity of
the data and the robustness of the network to different noise conditions, we do not make
any other image processing operations. We use the 2-image Mosaic [30] during training
instead of a single image. The batch size is set as 32, and the epoch number is 300. All
models are trained by the optimizer Adam [55] from scratch. The learning rate is set as 0.02
at first, and decreases to 0.001 after 300 epochs.

In various comparative experiments, 80% of the total number of images in the DBS2022
is randomly selected as the training set, and 10% is used as the validation set. After each
training period, the training results are verified with the validation set, and the remaining
10% of the images is used as the testing set. After the network training, the detection
accuracy of Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line is tested on the testing set.

Since the dataset is built by ourselves and randomly split, we conduct the cross
validation on the DBS2022 to verify the stability of the proposed model. In cross validation,
we randomly extract one sixth of the dataset as the final evaluation data, and then randomly
divide the remaining dataset into five equal parts. One part is used as the test set, while
the other four parts are selected as the training set. We take turns training and testing the
model five times until each part of the data is used as a test set. Finally, we conduct the
final evaluation on the pre-extracted test set.
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5.2. Evaluation Metrics

To compare the detection performance of different methods, we introduce mean
average precision (mAP) as the measurements. mAP measures the quality of models in
all categories; it is one of the most important indicators in object detection. Since the
main purpose of the DS-SSLD task is to find the position of the sentence segmentation
line accurately to achieve sentence segmentation, according to the particularity of the task,
we believe that when the value of IOU reaches 0.5, the segmentation line position can be
determined through the current detection box. Therefore, this paper chooses mAP@0.5 as
an important measurement to judge the quality of the model. It is formulated as follows:

mAP =
∑k

i=1 APi

k
(6)

where APi is the area enclosed below the PR curve of each category, and the PR curve is the
curve obtained by taking the precision as the ordinate and the recall as the abscissa when
IOU is set to 0.5. k represents the number of categories.

5.3. Training Result

The training process of our model can be seen in Figure 7, which shows different
training indicators of the training set and verification set.

Figure 7. Plots of box loss, objectness loss, classification loss, precision, recall and mean average
precision (mAP@0.5 and mAP@0.5:0.95) over the training epochs for the training and validation set.

Figure 7 shows three different types of losses: box loss, object loss, and classification
loss. All losses converge well. Box loss represents the ability of the algorithm to locate the
center of the object and predict the extent to which the bounding box covers the object.
Objectness essentially represents the probability that an object exists in the extracted region
of interest. Classification loss measures the ability to predict the correct classification of a
given object. Our model rapidly improved the precision, recall and mean average precision
indicators, and stabilized after 100 epochs. The box loss, objectness loss and classification
loss of the validation set also show a rapid downward trend.

After training our model, we predicted the new pictures in the test set. Figure 8 shows
some samples of the test results. The test results show that our Multi-HAN can determine
the position of the sentence segmentation line to a high degree, and can accurately detect,
even in the case of high interference noise and low foreground pixels. It can successfully
deal with the breakpoint of the segmentation line, and there is no problem of missed
detection and duplicate detection. At the same time, it can accurately distinguish the short
vertical segmentation line from the vertical line in the text, whether it is a single vertical
line or double vertical line, without any error.
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Figure 8. Images form the test dataset showing the performance for detecting the two classes
“horizontal” and “vertical” under different conditions.

5.4. Superiority Studies

Currently, a large number of remarkable deep neural network models have been
proposed in the field of object detection. To demonstrate the superiority of our method, we
conduct extensive experiments to compare these remarkable models with our proposed
Multi HAN on the DBS2022. In addition, we also execute several comparative experiments
to make a comparison with different representative attention mechanisms to estimate the
superiority of our proposed attention mechanism.

5.4.1. Comparison with Deep Neural Network Models

Our proposed method is aimed at the DS-SSLD task. To illustrate the superiority of
the proposed Multi-HAN, we conduct extensive comparative experiments on our DBS2022
dataset with one-stage and two-stage deep neural network models, which have been high-
lighted in the field of object detection in recent years. For the sake of fairness in comparison,
we retrain such comparative models on the DBS2022 by ourselves. The experimental set-
tings and dataset partitioning of these models are consistent with the values we mentioned
in Section 5.1, and we make certain that these outstanding models can converge to optimal
values. The experimental results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Evaluation results of excellent object detection models on the proposed dataset. Our methods
are shown in bold.

Models Anchor-Based (Free) Backbone mAP@.5
Two-stage
Faster-RCNN [20] Anchor-based ResNet101 87.7

Anchor-based Vgg16 82.4
One-stage
SSD [27] Anchor-based ResNet50 79.7
YOLOv3 [28] Anchor-based DarkNet53 88.8
YOLOv5s [29] Anchor-based Focus + CSPDarkNet + SPP 91.5
CornerNet [31] Anchor-free Hourglass-104 79.9
CenterNet [32] Anchor-free ResNet50 89.2
CenterNet [32] Anchor-free Hourglass-104 91.6
Multi-HAN (Ours) Anchor-based Focus + CSPDarkNet + SPP 94.7

It is obvious from Table 2 that the Multi-HAN proposed in this paper achieves the most
advanced detection results, reaching 94.7 of mAP@0.5. For instance, compared with the
excellent anchor-free model, CenterNet [32] based on Hourglass-104 [56], Multi-HAN has
achieved 3.4% improvement. These results can also prove that, although CornerNet [31]
outperforms other models, such as Yolov3, in the MS COCO [57] dataset, it does not obtain
excellent results in the DS-SSLD task, which indicates that the DS-SSLD task is special; it is
different from conventional object detection tasks. Our approach is specifically designed
to address the characteristics of the DS-SSLD task, and MHAU and Multi-HAN are both
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designed based on the characteristics of Dongba scripture images. Therefore, the above
experimental results can verify that the Multi-HAN designed by us can better deal with the
DS-SSLD task consequently.

5.4.2. Comparison with Recently Proposed Attention Mechanism

Since most attention modules are plug-and-play modules, they can extract attention
maps from any shallow feature map and apply them to subsequent feature maps. In order
to prove the superiority of our attention module in Multi-HAN, without changing other
network structures, we replace MHAU in Multi-HAN with other excellent attention mod-
ules, Triplet [46], CBAM [45], SE [42], EPSA [44] and ECA [43]. We retrain and test the
comparative models that replace the attention module using the same training settings
and dataset partitioning on the DBS2022. The evaluation indicators are parameters and
mAP@0.5. The experimental results are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Evaluation results of different attention mechanisms acting on our proposed network
framework on the proposed DBS2022 dataset. Our methods are shown in bold.

Models Parameters mAP@.5

YOLOv5s + Multi-CSPU + Triplet [46] 16.1 M 90.5
YOLOv5s + Multi-CSPU + CBAM [45] 16.3 M 92.8

YOLOv5s + Multi-CSPU + SE [42] 16.2 M 93.2
YOLOv5s + Multi-CSPU + EPSA [44] 25.5 M 93.8
YOLOv5s + Multi-CSPU + ECA [43] 16.2 M 94.2

YOLOv5s + Multi-CSPU + MHAU (Ours) 25.5 M 94.7

From the results, it can be seen that except for the Triplet [46] attention module, all
other detection results are improved, indicating that designing an appropriate attention
mechanism can indeed improve the performance of the model. Overall, it can be summa-
rized that the proposed MHAU is superior to any other attention model. Although our
model sacrifices a part of the parameter quantity, it is 0.53% higher than ECA and 0.96%
higher than EPSA with the same parameter quantity. It can be concluded that the MHAU
proposed by us can obtain the most advanced detection effect.

5.5. Ablation Studies

Adequate ablation experiments are conducted on DBS2022 to evaluate the effectiveness
of all components of Multi-HAN, including MHAU, Multi-CSPU and transmission of
MHAU. The results of the ablation studies are illustrated in Table 4. mAP@0.5 is used as
the measurement. These results effectively demonstrate the excellent performance of our
proposed Multi-HAN. We evaluate and analyze the performance of the model from the
following aspects based on the results from Table 4:

(1) We find that adding the MHAU with the cross-stage connection mode can improve
DS-SSLD performance on our DBS2022 according to the results of Baseline and Base-
line + MHAU (cross-stage) (the first and third row). It may be concluded that the
proposed MHAU is more beneficial for Multi-HAN to focus on effective features,
However, the degree of improvement is not significant because the role of the atten-
tion mechanism is to increase weights for certain effective features. If the ability to
enhance features is insufficient, the improvement brought by the attention mechanism
is limited.

(2) According to the results of Baseline + MHAU (downward) and Baseline + MHAU
(cross-stage) (the second and third row), it can be found that the cross-stage connection
mode can improve the performance of DS-SSLD more than the downward transmis-
sion connection mode. It can be concluded that when extracting attention maps from
shallow feature maps of the network, the spatial feature map is large, and the number
of channels is small; the extracted weights, especially the channel weights, are too
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general and not applied to some specific features. The extracted spatial attention is
sensitive and difficult to capture due to limited channels. Downward transmission
may directly and fundamentally affect the ability of the backbone network to extract
features, and may have a negative impact, on the contrary. The cross-stage MHAU
can fully aggregate shallow detailed features and deep semantic information. With-
out affecting feature extraction, attention maps captured with corresponding sizes
of shallow detail information can enhance and constrain deep global information,
helping to distinguish important features from redundant features at the head stage.

(3) According to the results of Baseline and Baseline + Multi-CSPU (the first and forth
row), we can know that Multi-CSPU-based MDconv [10] achieves more improve-
ment. It benefits by the powerful ability of MDconv [10] to extract abundant multi-
scale features, and also proves that rich feature expression is more important for
improving performance.

(4) Baseline + MHAU (downward) (the second row) decreased by 0.1% compared with
Baseline (the first row), while Baseline + MHAU (cross-stage) + Multi-CSPU (the
fifth row) increased by 1.2% compared with Baseline + Multi-CSPU (the forth row).
It can further prove that MDconv [10] has a strong ability to enhance effective
feature extraction.

(5) Combining all the above components, the Multi-HAN model achieves the highest
detection results, demonstrating further improvement in the combination of MHAU
and Multi-CSPU. Moreover, on the basis of adding MDconv [10], increasing MHAU
significantly improves the performance of the model, proving that strong feature
extraction ability is a prerequisite for the attention mechanism to function.

Table 4. Results of ablation studies for the proposed Multi-HAN model; “downward” means the
attention map extracted by MHAU is directly applied to the next layer, and “cross-stage” denotes
that MHAU uses cross-stage connection to aggregate the deep information. Our methods are shown
in bold.

Baseline
MHAU

Multi-CSPU mAP@0.5
Downward Cross-Stage

YOLOv5s

91.5√
91.4√
92.9√
92.7√ √
93.8

Multi-HAN (Ours)
√ √

94.7

5.6. Cross Validation

Since the DBS2022 dataset is proposed by ourselves and split randomly, it is necessary
to conduct a cross validation to measure the stability and performance of the proposed
model. The detailed settings for data partitioning are explained in Section 5.1. The exper-
imental results of the cross validation are shown in the Table 5. The mAP@.5 values on
the grouped test set fluctuate between −1.8 and +1.3, while the test results on the final
evaluation dataset fluctuate between −0.3 and +0.4. The fluctuation value is within the
normal range. The results and average values of the five tests tend to stabilize, It can prove
the stability of our proposed model.
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Table 5. The experimental results of cross validation. Average of five experimental results shown
in bold.

k-th
Test Set Final Evaluation

mAP@.5 mAP@.5:.95 mAP@.5 mAP@.5:.95

1-th 92.4 46.5 94.5 46.5
2-th 92.7 47.1 94.7 47.5
3-th 94.2 47.3 95.0 46.8
4-th 94.0 48.8 95.1 49.9
5-th 91.1 47.1 94.4 47.0

Average 92.9 47.4 94.7 47.5

6. Conclusions

The Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line detection (DS-SSLD) task, as the
core technology of Dongba scripture sentence segmentation processing, is one of the basic
tasks of Dongba scripture digital processing as machine translation. In order to improve
the detection accuracy through using the deep learning-based methods, we first build a
dataset (DBS2022) for the detection of sentence segmentation lines in Dongba scripture.
DBS2022 can be used as a benchmark dataset to transform into datasets in various formats,
such as coco and voc to, train any deep learning model. As far as we know, this is the
only dataset for Dongba scripture sentence segmentation line detection, including the
adequate authentic samples and the complete segmentation line labeling. Then, a multi-
scale hybrid attention network (Multi-HAN) based on YOLOv5s is proposed to accurately
detect sentence segmentation lines with large size differences. In Multi-HAN, MHAU is
proposed to enhance the distinction between important features and redundant features,
and cross-stage weighting is used to obtain fusion output with more meaningful features.
MDconv is introduced to enhance multi-scale feature extraction without increasing the
number of parameters. Through sufficient experiments, it is shown that Multi-HAN is
a very effective sentence segmentation line detection framework for Dongba scripture.
The experiments on the dataset we built verify the effectiveness and superiority of our
method. A large number of experimental results show that our Multi-HAN method is
superior to the most advanced method. In the future, we will focus on better handling the
distinction of similar features between vertical lines and vertical sentence segmentation
lines in Dongba characters, and consider carrying out research on the text segmentation
of Dongba scriptures so as to lay a foundation for the research on digital processing and
machine translation of Dongba scriptures.
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